
Teaching  
Children  
Science,  

One LEGO  
at a Time

The Tournament

For the last 13 years, Intel has  
sponsored the Oregon Robotics  
Tournament and Outreach  
Program (ORTOP).

For today’s youth to succeed in the 
global economy, a solid foundation in 
math and science is a key part of their 
education. ORTOP is a team-oriented 
robotics competition for children  
between the ages of 9 and 14.

Each year, the teams are given a  
scientific problem to solve. With the 
help of their coaches, they research 
their solution and present it to the  
judges. Each team also builds a robot 
out of LEGOs* that must perform a  
series of tasks that support the theme.

Intel’s Involvement

ORTOP is affiliated with FIRST LEGO 
League (FLL), an international organiza-
tion dedicated to “sports for the mind.” 
As part of its sponsorship, Intel funds 
scholarships for teams who cannot pay 
the materials fees.

At tournament time, Intel opens the 
doors of its Jones Farm Conference 
Center for ORTOP’s qualifying  
tournaments. Over 90 percent of the 
adults who manage the events—more 
than 200 volunteers—are Intel employ-
ees. Each year, the children must find 
innovative ideas to support a theme 
provided by FLL. It can be anything 
from disabled accessibility to environ-

mental or climate issues. The teams 
collaborate on the project under the 
leadership of Intel volunteers. The 
result is a thought-provoking presenta-
tion and a LEGO robot the kids build 
and program to perform tasks that  
support the theme.

Impact

Christy Foulger, a Data Analyst in 
Portland, is just one of the many Intel 
employees who volunteer with ORTOP. 
Foulger, who has served as a judge, 
coach and referee, is a co-director of 
the program. “I’m amazed by the kids’ 
ingenuity and how well they learn and 
advance from each other,” she says. 
“The fact that kids who are so young 
can come up with such creative ideas 
is really inspiring. This is college-level 
work, and it’s coming out of 11- or 
12-year-olds.” Intel-coached teams 
regularly move on to the state finals. In 
2007, an Intel-coached team won the 
international championship. The most 
important key value, Foulger adds, is 
that of gracious professionalism. This 
philosophy is so important that the 
teams’ respectful behavior is a factor 
in the judging. “It’s a core value they’ll 
need in the workplace,” Foulger says, 
“so it’s important they learn this now. 
We as Intel employees have a  
responsibility to be role models.”

“This is a huge commitment from Intel 
and its employees,” said Bruce Schafer, 
ORTOP’s executive director. “Many of 
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our committees are staffed by current and former Intel employees, and Intel is far and away our largest sponsor. Without Intel, 
we’d have fewer scholarships, and it would be harder to reach out to underserved communities that don’t have the resources 
to do this on their own.” The legacy of ORTOP and Intel’s commitment to youthful engineers and scientists is just beginning 
to emerge. “Some of our kids have gone on to become engineering and computer science majors in college,” Schafer says. 
“Hopefully, some of them will grow up to be Intel employees someday.”

New Thinking and New Skills

What would the world look like if all people were connected to their potential? What could we achieve if they were  
empowered to innovate in their communities and beyond? Answering those questions is our mission and our passion. 
Through our collaboration with governments, nonprofits, and other organizations, we seek to put technology to work for  
the greater social good, to enrich the world. Learn how we’re working to advance empowerment at www.intel.com/forward 

Intel in the Community

Similar to the sponsorship and support of Intel employees in Oregon, Intel’s other US sites also support 
robotics tournaments through volunteering and grants as required. Around the world, Intel employees 
get involved in their communities mentoring students, teaching math and science, increasing access  
to technology tools for education and working with local organizations to improve the quality of  
education. To learn more, visit: www.intel.com/community
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A Focus on Girls’ Participation:

ORTOP continues to be dedicated to encouraging girls to participate and succeed in all of the FIRST Programs that it 
implements. In 2012 receiving the FIRST Girls Grant funded by Intel assisted in starting 6 all-girl teams. In 2013,  
ORTOP continued support for the 6 teams and added 17 more all-girl teams using the funding from FIRST, Intel Oregon 
Foundation and other sponsor grants. A weekend retreat was held for women coaches for the all-girl teams supported by 
the Intel FIRST Girls Grant.

Gender participation highlights:
• For the past 5 of 6 years, girl participation was below 30 percent. Focused efforts raised girl participation to  

30 percent of the 3,318 team members.
• 24 percent of 2013 year’s teams were all-girl teams, had a majority of girl team members or had an equal number of 

girls and boys on the team.
• The Intel Oregon FLL Championship Events were comprised of 34 percent girls and 66 percent boys.
• 35 percent of the all-girl teams advanced to the FLL Championship compared to 24 percent of all-boys teams.
• Two all-girls teams will be representing Oregon at FLL International competitions having secured their slots by  

winning the Champions Award at State. All-girl teams were also awarded Most Outstanding Rookie and Young Team 
Awards at the state championship.

In 2001, 65 teams participated with 484 team members, 102 of whom were girls.

Increase in participation at ORTOP over span of 13 years:  599 percent
Increase in GIRLS’ participation over span of 13 years:  884 percent

By 2007, 380 teams participated with a total of 2,636 team members, 713 of whom were girls.

By 2013, 472 teams participated with a total of 3,383 team members, 1,004 of whom were girls.
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